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TOOLS AND/OR TUTORIALS RELATED TO FLIPPED LEARNING 
EXAMPLES OF TOOLS USED BY TEACHERS/TRAINERS IN ITALY 

 

Name of the tool: EDMODO 
 
Edmodo is a free learning management platform that aims at providing teachers with tools 
to help them to connect and communicate with their students and parents. Via the Edmodo 
app or website, teachers can create groups to share resources, content, texts, videos 
photos, articles and homework, which will be seen by students in a newsfeed format. Once 
students join, they can see content, manage deadlines, receive and submit assignments, 
interact with teachers and other classmates by participating in activities and writing posts 
that include embedded files, links, and media.  It is also possible to send and receive private 
messages and create folders where students can upload assignments. 
 
Website/link: https://new.edmodo.com/ 
Video tutorial in Italian: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1dQaRuvD6o 
Video tutorial in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSG5ha9DMIM 
Video tutorial in 
French:                                     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhSAIfSWc40 
 
Name of the tool: FILMORA 
 
Filmora is a popular video editing tool intended for users who want to concentrate on 
editing and making high-quality videos. The main benefits of Filmora are its intuitive feature 
set and highly useful tools. It's an affordable product equipped with tools made for both 
video and audio. It gives users numerous options when it comes to styling, adding effects 
and texts, customizing videos and voice over.  
 
Website/link: 
https://filmora.wondershare.com/?_ga=2.4946803.1999669224.161038053m4-
2137208781.1610380534 
 
Video tutorial in Italian: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1yiZN4oulc 

Video tutorial in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1bm-pSVLMY 
Video tutorial in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEPmqNn5Z2o 
 
Name of the tool: EASELLY 
 
Easelly is a simple infographic maker that helps to visualize any kind of information. 
Infographics support students to visualize relationships between concepts, they can also be 
introduced to students as a tool to synthesize and document learning. The platform gives 
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users the chance to choose among several templates based on different topics. It is very 
intuitive and user-friendly.  
 
Website/link: https://www.easel.ly/ 
Video tutorial in Italian: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkvoCPZaFUA 
Video tutorial in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFsU65ijNiY 
 
Name of the tool: QUIZLET  
Quizlet is a free website providing learning tools for students, including flashcards, study 
and game modes. Data sets include both text-based and visual study materials. The range 
of topics covered on Quizlet is pretty assorted. Students can remix existing sets or create 
their own. It is engaging and useful to memorize study materials at the same time. 
 
Website/link: https://quizlet.com/it 
 
Video tutorial in Italian: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Co6-_a4vj8 
Video tutorial in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ayawr2tWV2I 
Video tutorial in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xl3iq0xR1mQ 

 
NETWORKS WORKING ON FLIPPED LEARNING AND/OR ALTERNATIVE PEDAGOGY  

Name of the network: Flipped Prof 
A few lines of description: Flipped entirely reconstructs multimedia contents to support 
teaching, for the love of dissemination and the passion for history, architecture, art history, 
sharing, mathematics, humanities, drawing, animation and much more! 
Website of the network: http://www.flippedprof.com/ 

 
FEEDBACK FROM TEACHERS/TRAINERS 

Link of the video:  
A few lines of description of the video:  
Language of the video:   
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